
PAYMENTS white paper

The journey to intelligent 
payment operations
For every payment organization, there are five distinct 
stages of operations maturity. Being more operationally 
mature translates into greater profitability, agility, and 
resilience. Where is your organization on its maturity 
journey? And how can you level up to realize new values?
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Introduction
Where do you fit into the


payment operations


maturity universe?

Payments technologies have always been additive 

— each innovation added complexity over the last. 

As the financial world is becoming increasingly 

digitized and decentralized, there are many more 

networks, sources of data, movements, and forms 

of information that will need to be reconciled and 

monitored. 



In today’s payments ecosystem, the ability to 

monitor and use payment data effectively 

represents a real and essential competitive 

advantage. Intelligent operations should be a 

strategic goal for the entire company, and when 

executed properly, will enable you to build a future-

proof payment operations infrastructure. 



With the increased proliferation of AI technologies, 

the payment operations space has been 

fundamentally changed, and the traditional legacy 

BI approach relying on dashboards and static 

thresholds is no longer adequate. AI and ML are 

critical to accelerating revenue, improving 

operational efficiency, and providing better 

customer experiences. Global payments leaders 

are increasingly relying on AI to monitor and 

optimize their payment operations resulting in 

lower costs, higher approval rates, and fewer 

declined transactions. 
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Payment Operations Maturity

In this guide, we define five levels of payment 

operations maturity, with Level 1 being the least 

mature and Level 5 employing the most advanced 

practices:

01 Responders

02 Guardians

03 Analysts

04 Masters

05 Visionaries

AI Business Value

Business Value
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Responders

As we advance through levels, we consider 3 key characteristics: monitoring, operations and data; define 

the key metrics and dimensions we measure; and offer suggestions for how to level up. 


Additionally, we asked our Chief Data Officer, Dr. Ira Cohen, to share his insights on improving monitoring 

effectiveness no matter your maturity level or platform.

Correlation between AI business value and payment operations maturity level



Responders    
Analytics & BI


Monitoring:

Operations:

Data:

 Dashboards and static alerts


 Non-standardized and fragmented processes


 Incomplete data that’s not actionable



At this level, organizations are highly reactive. They operate based on 

dashboards and static alerts, relying on non-standardized and 

fragmented manual processes using email and spreadsheets — 

neglecting advanced tools and leading practices that drive 

operational performance and resilience. 



Level 1 companies are focused only on the most basic aspects of 

monitoring — using dashboards that are monitored visually and alerts 

based on manual static thresholds that result in alert noise, false 

positives and false negatives. 



Often in Level 1 companies, there’s also a long detection time and a 

long time between when an issue is detected to when an issue is 

resolved, symptomatic of a traditional legacy BI approach that is no 

longer adequate, and that ultimately results in high cost per incident. 



Payment operations processes are manual and require multiple 

spreadsheet/email steps. The result is a huge pile of Excel files on the 

company's drive, some of which are irrelevant, while others contain 

incomplete information, causing confusion between the files. 



level 1

 When integrating to a vendor 

— implement all APIs provided 

by them — including those not 

relevant to initiating 

transactions

 Establish your KPIs in simple 

bullet points (e.g., increase 

payment acceptance) and 

understand your most 

influential dimensions

 Eliminate noise by grouping 

values of dimensions that may 

affect the results but do not 

affect the business

 Measure the impact! Make 

sure you're monitoring 

business vs. technical stuff — 

you might see a glitch, but the 

impact is minimal

 Understand your seasonality 

and incorporate special events 

into your monitoring systems.







Tips From Our CDO
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Payments Overview

Total Fees

$434,963
8.6% Over last month

Total Payments

$46,607,249
6.3% Over last month

Fees by Merchant

$0K $8K $12K $16K

Merchant 1

Merchant 2

Merchant 3

Merchant 4

Merchant 5

Fees by Country

$0K $8K $12K $16K

USA

France

Germany

Tokyo

Spain

Fees Drill Down

Dashboard for payments overview, broken down by merchant and country

Payments Success Rate

46.16%
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In Level 1 companies, data exists primarily for reporting purposes, and is not actionable. They often have 

incomplete data, because IT didn't implement all available APIs. Generally, data professionals are 

responsible for the data's maturity, and quality, and provide analytics services for other departments; 

however, they don't work on specific products or own their data. More advanced companies employ BI 

analysts for each product team that own the product’s data and participate in production problem solving, 

enabling them to extract more value from their operations.



Level 1 companies make slow, steady and incremental changes in their payment operations, failing to 

change how work gets done. You can level up by increasing your data coverage and adopting monitoring 

and triage technologies that leverage AI and ML for automation and actionable insights.
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Guardians  
Automated Anomaly Detection


Monitoring:

Operations:

Data:

 Use AI for learning


 Automatically identify issues


 Siloed data streams



Level 2 organizations have developed more 

proactive and collaborative processes, 

incorporating AI and especially Machine 

Learning-based technologies to drive 

operational speed and agility. They implement a 

robust anomaly detection system which serves 

as the gatekeeper of their business and the 

frontline protector of their customers and 

revenue. 



AI-based anomaly detection provides financial 

institutions with the capabilities needed to 

detect issues early and take preemptive actions 

before they turn into crises. 



They do so by automatically learning the data’s 

normal behavior, including seasonal and other 


complex patterns, to identify and alert  

stakeholders on any combination of metrics that 

behave abnormally. 

Operations teams in Level 2 companies can send 

any data stream for monitoring, which will be 

continually analyzed for anomalies. Instead of 

looking at dashboards, they monitor for anomalies 

and use AI-based scoring to triage and resolve 

issues according to their severity and impact.



In level 2 companies, data professionals spend 

most of their time investigating anomalies, 

supporting production issues, and expanding their 

monitoring coverage.

level 2



Tip From Our CDO

Avoid false positives in KPIs that are ratios (e.g., payment success rate) by augmenting with logic that 

also looks at the volume behind the ratio (e.g., # of payment attempts). 

Not doing so will alert the team frequently at night, when payment volumes are low and the ratio 

fluctuates.
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So how do Level 2 companies level up? Ditch the silos and expand your AI usage. Instead of monitoring 

individual streams for anomalies, you can send multiple streams for analysis, find correlations between 

them, and leverage external events to drive deeper data insights.

11 Aug 13 Aug 15 Aug 17 Aug 19 Aug

Payment Checkout from PUMA

3.8k

3.6k

3.4k

3.2k

3k

0

App_crash from PUMA Anomaly

Anomaly Detection

Anomaly detected in payment checkout transactions for PUMA Group
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Analysts 

Automated Correlation

Drop in   Transaction Success Rate for Authorize.net

1

What happened?
-58.84% Drop in

Transaction Success Rate

(from 0.93 to 0.42)	

Open for 1 day

2

Where did it happen?

 100%
Gateway  Authorize.net

3

Why did it happen?

We found a strong correlation 
with anomalies in:

API Error Rate

4

What to do next?

Open in Authorize.net

Open a JIRA Issue

Monitoring:

Operations:

Data: 

 Use AI for correlation 


 Correlate with external events


Data-driven using better, more diverse data



Correlation is a marquee trait for Level 3 organizations. They have moved beyond basic single metric/stream 

anomaly detection and have a comprehensive view of their business and incident impact with event and 

anomaly correlations. 

Correlation for drop in transaction success rate for Authorize.net

level 3



Monitoring KPIs over a range of time scales is crucia

 Slow drifts are typically detectable only at higher time scales (e.g., daily/weekly).  

If the payment success rate slowly declines because of a small glitch for a few transactions, it would be 

hard to notice at lower time scales (e.g., minutes/hours)

 Monitor high level KPIs (e.g., payments) at lower time scales and more granular breakdowns of the KPI 

(e.g., payments by country, gateway, provider, merchant, etc.) at a higher timescale.  

More granularity results in very low volumes of payments for some combinations — making it nearly 

impossible to detect issues.  

For example, if the number of payments for a merchant in a certain country using a specific gateway is 

very low for a time scale (e.g., 1 payment per hour on average), detecting drops in payments and 

success rates at minute and even hourly time scales will be very hard. But at a daily time scale, the 

volume will be high enough to detect meaningful drops.

Tips From Our CDO

Applying anomaly detection on all metrics and 

surfacing correlated anomalous metrics helps draw 

relationships that not only reduce time to detection 

(TTD) but also support shortened time to 

remediation (TTR). This frees up both data 

professionals and their operations counterparts to 

collaborate on automation initiatives, simplify 

complex internal operating structures, and enable 

support of more complex payment ecosystems.



So how do you level up? Level 3 companies must 

expand their use of AI for augmented root cause 

analysis, if they are to experience the business 

benefits that come with Level 4.
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Masters 

Augmented Root Cause Analysis

Monitoring:

Operations:

Data:

 Use AI for root cause analysis


 Identify why & where issues are 

happening 


 AI at scale using diverse data



Organizations at this level are masters of payment 

operations. Payment operations are automated 

across the board using AI. They have sophisticated 

practices and tools in place for detection, 

correlation, incident triage, and remediation. In 

these companies, data professionals and 

operations are focusing on judgment-based work 

and are empowered to deal with high value 

activities such as business strategy, product 

development, and advanced analytics.



For Level 4 companies to reach the upper echelon 

of Level 5, they have to make remediation core to 

their payment operations strategy. The good news 

is they have all the pieces in place: a centralized 

monitoring platform; autonomous learning of data 

at scale; accurate learning models; event and 

anomaly correlation; noise reduction mechanisms; 

and support for quick root cause analysis.



Level 4 enterprises need to apply those capabilities 

in combination with webhooks and triage 

workflows to support automated remediation 

actions.  

level 4

Issuing Bank 
Issues card

Payment Gateway 
Confirm Payment

Your Online Store 
Contact

Acquiring

 Bank

Issuing Bank 
Issues card

Payment Approved 
Funding

Merchant

Customer

Submits Order

Response

Response

Response
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Tip From Our CDO

For KPIs with low volumes, monitor the time between transactions and detect when it becomes too long 

compared to normal. This provides the ability to detect failures in very low volume KPIs.

Root cause analysis for drop in revenue in Tokyo, correlated with spike in adds to cart

Drop in Revenue for Tokyo $7,338

2,500

6:00 AM 9:00 AM 12:00 AM 3:00 PM 6:00 PM

5,500

7,500

0

May 3 8:24 AM

Spike in Adds to Cart

2,500

6:00 AM 9:00 AM 12:00 AM 3:00 PM 6:00 PM

5,500

7,500

0

May 3 8:24 AM

Root Cause Analysis

300.04% (5710.69 to 1427.52)

33.72% (8.79 to 5.39)

Revenue for Tokyo

Alert

Gift Card



Visionaries

Automated Remediation


Monitoring:

Operations:

Data: 

 Use AI for remediation


 Automatically fix issues


Data supports intelligent operations



Level 5 companies are robust in all dimensions of payment operations 

maturity, but what really separates them from others is their journey 

to automated remediation. They codified their remediation strategies 

using webhooks and triage workflows to enable automated 

remediation. As a result, teams at Level 5 companies can identify and 

fix challenges more efficiently, resulting in improved customer 

experience and much lower incident costs.



Data professionals in Level 5 companies are free to work on high 

value automation projects, such as smart routing and cost 

optimization, and focus more on optimization and new flows than 

supporting production problems.



With the competitive edge and agility offered by their intelligent 

operations, Level 5 companies outperform and outpace their less 

mature counterparts. The journey to level 5 isn’t straightforward, nor 

is it the same for everyone. So regardless of your current level, you 

need to pay attention to the Level 5s to understand the challenges 

coming your way. 

level 5

ML-based monitoring is paving 

the way for autonomous 

remediation. 



Soon, ML-based systems will 

recommend a remediation action 

based on previous incidents; 

execute the action through the 

remediation engine, and fine tune 

its operations through a closed 

feedback loop, increasingly 

improving its reactions. 


The promise is exciting, but the 

reality is complicated. 



Learn more about the route to 

 and the 

eight essential components that 

automated remediation will 

depend on to (hopefully) operate 

successfully.

automated remediation

Tip From Our CDO
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https://www.anodot.com/blog/the-route-to-automated-remediation/
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Remediation Tool

Feb 28 3:56 AMDrop in new transactions for Colombia $182,020

Feb 28 12:28 PMDrop in new transactions for Argentina $35,008

Feb 28 1:07 PMDrop in new transactions for Venezuela $85,305

Feb 28 5:32 PMDrop in new transactions for Chile $64,726

Select API

Restart API connection
17/32 | Last Run: 27/02/22 | 9:35 AM

Response

Email Report

Select API

Reroute transactions
5/50 | Last Run: 12/12/21 | 15:35 AM

Response

Email Report

Open affected transactions

Open config page

Reprocess transactions

Manage in Backoffice
12/30 | Last Run: 17/02/22 | 8:03 AM

New Remediation

9:35 AMFeb 28Drop in new transactions for Brazil $182,020

300.04% (5710.69 to 1427.52)Anomaly:Brazil

Remediation tool for drop in new transactions for Brazil.



Easy integration to any payment data 

source.

Out-of-the-box alerts and dashboards.

Completely autonomous learning, 

monitoring, and correlations. 

Slick and simple UI makes root cause 

investigation a breeze. 

Triage workflows and automated 

actions.

Payments Operations

Business Package

Anodot, working with major fintech and ecommerce 

clients, has developed a turn-key monitoring 

solution for payment operations teams, utilizing 

industry best practices and ML domain expertise.



Anodot’s payment monitoring business package is 

built to deliver value fast.

80%

Faster 
detection time

90%

Drop

in alert noise

Leapfrog Maturity Levels 

With Anodot
Anodot's autonomous business monitoring platform helps merchants and payment providers identify and 

resolve payment issues faster, route payments intelligently, and optimize approval rates.


By optimizing the payment transaction process, operations teams can focus their efforts on digital 

transformation and value-added initiatives.
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Payment companies and financial institutions can quickly 

expand their monitoring coverage with additional business 

packages offered by Anodot:

01 Customer Experience & Support

Monitoring user impressions, funnel, customer 
support events, calls, chats and emails.

02 Treasury & FX

Monitoring deposits, accounts balances, 
fluctuations.

03 Fraud

Monitoring trends, anomalies and 
suspicious behavior.

To learn more, visit us at  
www.anodot.com

Book a Demo

© Copyright 2022 Anodot.        

All trademarks, service marks and trade names referenced in this material are  
the property of their respective owners.

https://www.anodot.com/
https://www.anodot.com/request-demo/

